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The ‘Holy Cow’ Politics of Communal Forces

     The Maharajah of erstwhile princely state of Bhavnagar, Gujarat used to gift the famous Gir cows of
Gujarat to Brazilian farmers. The Brazilian government bought Ongole breed of oxen at exorbitant
prices. Later the number of desi Gir and Ongole breed dwindled drastically and cross breed jersey cows
took over. Now Gir cows give a amazing 78 litres of milk per day to Brazilian farmers and India is
importing bull semen to revive them. Of late, the AP government is talking about reviving the Ongole
breed bulls. This is fate of ‘holy cow ‘in India.
       Since the BJP came into power at the centre, a spate of attacks were unleashed by vigilante groups
raised by the RSS on those who were suspected of consuming beef and transporting cows for slaughter;
the main targets being Muslims. As though sanctifying this vandalism and killings, the Union Ministry
of Environment and Climate Change notified the Prevention of Cruelty to animals Rules 2017, which
effectively banned the sale of cattle in animal markets for the purpose other than agricultural ones. This
government notification was stayed by the Madurai Bench of Madras High court for four weeks and
later lifted.

The new rules evoked widespread protests. Firstly, it took into its hands the state’s subject
undermining the state authority and concentrating the powers at the centre. The states like Gujarat,
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Haryana and Punjab have most draconian laws prohibiting cow slaughter.
Others like west Bengal, Kerala, Meghalaya, Nagaland and Tripura do not ban cow slaughter, And in
states like Odisha, Assam, AP. Telangana and Tamil Nadu the ban is only conditional – cows and bulls
fit for slaughter have to be unfit to breed and work. In this back ground, the rules are so draconian the
state governments, including BJP ruled ones are trying to circumvent the cattle ban.  Some states like
West Bengal and Kerala openly opposed the new rules.
    The new rules are bound to have far-reaching effects on meat, leather, livestock and dairy industries
apart from causing severe damage to the already crisis ridden rural economy. India is the largest producer
of milk providing employment and additional income to nearly six lakh rural households. Now these
peasant families are burdened with feeding the cattle that are unfit for work, breeding and milking.
      It also deprives poor families of their cheap meat who are already undernourished with lack of
protienous food apart from millions engaged in meat trade. It will have harmful effect on meat and
leather exports. All these facts makes clear that the New rules are economically unviable.
     On the face of it, the notification placates pious aims of preventing cruelty to animals by mentioning
various ways of inflicting pain on animals in detail. The real intent is disguised in passionate terms.
      The Frontline (June 23, 2017) reported that the recent lynching in Jharkhand indicate that it is not
just love for cow which motivates ‘gau rakshaks’ , but vested commercial interests and rivalries are
behind their carefully engineered sectarian violence. Here commercial interests and communal pursuits
merged to commit organised violence to polarise the society.
      The complicity of state in these lynchings is visible. Every time the incidents were denied. In Dadri
incident, a Union Minister called a law and order issue and later draped the body of the alleged killer
with national flag. In every case, the police register a complaint against victims and arrest them.
      Even the judiciary upheld the total ban on slaughter of the cow and its progeny in 2005. The seven-
judge-bench justified the decision by claiming that even when cows and bulls became unfit for breed
and work, their urine and dung is still useful in producing biogas and medical formulation, knowing
well that the Article 48 of Indian Constitution prohibits cow slaughter where it is deemed adversely
affects the interests of agriculture and animal husbandry. It is clear that the judiciary is influenced by
religious conside-rations rather than the Constitution of India.

When overwhelming states and Union Territories already have cow protection and prevention of
their slaughter laws, with some of them providing stringent punishment, why the BJP government is
abscessed with making another law that prevents the slaughter of all bovine laws including the buffalos?
Definitely it is not love for animals.

A close study of rules reveals that they had been designed with the aim of harassing people involved
in the meat trade, and by implication, members of Muslim community, who dominate meat and leather
trade. And not the least, to gain political mileage by dividing the society on religious lines.

This should be vehemently opposed and protested. Unless and until the stigmatisation and stereo
typing of minority commu-nities is resisted, communalised national chauvinism perpetuates the violence
on minorities and wrought damage many centuries old delicate fabric of communal harmony and living
together peacefully, woven by the toiling masses  of  people.  Without resistance this leads to authori-
tarian ruling employing fascistic methods.
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